About Systmapp

RETHINK MEASUREMENT + MANAGEMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT — Praised as paradigm-shifting by C-level leadership across the UN system and beyond, Systmapp integrates monitoring, strategic planning, and knowledge sharing into daily flow of program managers.

A NEW WAY TO CONNECT KNOWLEDGE TO ACTION — Delivering development is complex business.
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Systmapp (SYSTMP)

**Stakeholder(s):**

**Millennium Software Inc**

Systmapp is a venture of Millennium Software Inc, a mid-size IT solutions company serving as a Tier One supplier to Fortune 100 companies as well as the US Government with Security Clearance.

**The Boston Consulting Group**

Working with The Boston Consulting Group at the UN World Food Programme, Systmapp has developed a fundamentally new approach to managing non-profits.

**UN World Food Programme**

**Non-Profits**

**Program Managers**

_USER EXPERIENCE FIRST_ — Program managers find the methodology brought to life on a beautiful cloud-based software solution, accessible through the browser with offline functionality. The back end is built in ASP.NET and alternatively can be linked to existing databases for smooth integration into existing environments.

**Senior Leaders**

Systmapp has built strong relationships with senior leadership at the world’s leading development institutions, including the


**Vision**

Knowledge connected to action

**Mission**

To develop a new approach to managing non-profits

**Values**

_Simplicity:_ SIMPLIFYING COMPLEXITY -- Systmapp goes beyond the log-frame to give managers a holistic metric that is available, attributable, and actionable - the heatmap with a system quality score - developed from a patent-pending methodology used to mapp any delivery value chain.
**Knowledge:** This new metric also enables a simple method of knowledge collection and dissemination: as the heatmapp gets better or worse, program managers easily explain which actions or context changes are responsible, quickly creating nuggets of shareable knowledge.
1. Delivery

*Visualize delivery systems' strengths and weaknesses*

ASSESS — Rapidly visualize delivery system's strengths and weaknesses in a heatmapp after a brief monitoring survey.
2. Plans

_Incorporate best actions into plans to address delivery bottlenecks_

PLAN — Easily drag and drop the best actions from around the world onto an action plan to address delivery bottlenecks
3. Analytics

*Distill and share lessons of what worked and what didn’t*

REVIEW — Simply review the year to distill and share lessons of what worked and what didn't, rewarded with beautiful analytics
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